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Warm Welcome, ETEBA Members and Friends. 

When I think of welcoming you, an image of a pineapple quickly pops to mind. Pineapples, especially in the South, 
have long represented a warm welcome and often serve as a symbol of hospitality. I have been surrounded by 
“pineapples” since my arrival as the Executive Director of ETEBA just three weeks ago. For that, I am so grateful. 

I’d like to begin by introducing myself. I am the new Executive Director for ETEBA and could not be prouder to have 
been selected to lead this organization. Prior to joining ETEBA, I served the Savannah River National Laboratory 
(SRNL) as the Program Manager for Protocol and Community Outreach. During my time at SRNL I was afforded 
many opportunities to connect with members of this elite government and business community. In addition, I 
supported the Laboratory by planning and hosting many visits and events which contributed to the growth and 
success of the organization. It is these developed skills that I plan to put to work to support each of you in this 
new role. 

This newsletter is filled with success stories from our member companies who we are proud to call our partners. 
We congratulate you on your successes. We have also included several announcements regarding upcoming 
ETEBA sponsored events. Our New Mexico Forum will be held in Santa Fe on April 28th and is slated to be 
a fantastic event. We are proud to be welcoming Dr. Thom Mason, Laboratory Director, Los Alamos National 
Laboratory, as our keynote address. Our Savannah River Forum will be held on August 3 with additional details 
forthcoming. And, of course, BOTC 2022 will be here before we know it! What a way to jump in as your executive 
director. We have so much to look forward to. 

Please accept a virtual pineapple from me as a sign of my welcome to you as we release our Spring edition of the 
newsletter. I am eager to get to know you and your businesses and welcome you to ETEBA as well as meet those 
of you who have long made ETEBA the successful organization that it is. 

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Harm 
Executive Director, ETEBA 
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Inside ETEBA: The 2022 Board of Directors
 ▶ Executive Board

 ▶ Members at Large

KATHERINE BUMGARDNER
NORTH WIND GROUP

JENNY FREEMAN
STRATA-G

BOB GRANATA
SAS CONSULTING GROUP LLC

CATHY HICKEY
NAVARRO RESEARCH & ENGINEERING

WENDY LAMBERT
L2 GROUP

JENNIFER MOORE
MESA ASSOCIATES, INC.

JOHN REYNOLDS
RSI ENTECH, LLC

STEVE RHUTASEL
SIEMENS INDUSTRY, INC.

JACKSON VAUGHAN
TRINITY ADVISORS

MIKE WADE
SPRINGS FABRICATION ATG

JENNIFER STONE
THOMPSON ENGINEERING

MARK ELLISON
JACOBS

LAUREN AMOS
PINNACLE SPECIALTY GROUP

DAVID WALLACE
BARGE DESIGN

ALEX SNYDER
MESA ASSOCIATES, INC.

PRESIDENT PRESIDENT-ELECT PAST-PRESIDENT TREASURER SECRETARY

NEW!

NEW!
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SPOTLIGHT: PHOTOS FROM WASTE MANAGEMENT SYMPOSIA 2022
Photos Courtesy of Lauren Amos, Flash PhotoVideo and WM Symposia, Inc
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Thank You To Our Forum Sponsors!

ETEBA In 2022: Upcoming Events

Join us for the 2022 New Mexico Federal Business Opportunities Forum on April 28, 2022! This year’s forum will be in-person and hosted 
at the beautiful Buffalo Thunder Resort in Santa Fe. The program will provide you the chance to learn of upcoming opportunities and 
projects, as well as the ability to network throughout the day and at the closing reception.

Confirmed speakers:
 ▶ Thom Mason, President and CEO, Triad National Security, LLC and Director, Los Alamos National Laboratory
 ▶ Kelly Beierschmitt, Deputy Director, Operations, Los Alamos National Laboratory
 ▶ Ryan Williamson, Small Business Program Manager, Nuclear Waste Partnership, LLC, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
 ▶ Randy Crawford, Small Business Program Manager, CNS/Pantex
 ▶ Yvonne Gonzales, Small Business Program Office, Triad National Security, LLC/Los Alamos National Laboratory
 ▶ Tamara Greenwood, Acquisition Services Management Division – Acting Supplier Management Group Leader, Los Alamos National 

Laboratory
 ▶ Eric Lochausen, Supplier Diversity Advocate, Sandia National Laboratories
 ▶ Julie Baer, Small Business Manager and Senior Procurement Specialist, N3B
 ▶ Julianna Barbee, Director, New Mexico Small Business Development Center
 ▶ Joshua Baca, SBA Business Opportunity Specialist, Small Business Administration New Mexico District Office
 ▶ Stephanie Parra , Deputy, Small Business Programs, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Albuquerque District
 ▶ Elythia McAnarney, PTAC Advisor, NM Procurement Technical Assistance Center (PTAC)
 ▶ Gary Lyttek, Senior Business Source Manager Small Business Programs (NA-APM-10), National Nuclear Security Administration 

(Remote)

Invited Speakers:
 ▶ U.S. Congresswoman Teresa Leger Fernandez (D-NM), 3rd Congressional District, New Mexico
 ▶ State Senator Leo Jaramillo (D-NM), District 5, New Mexico

https://eteba.org/newmexicoforum/
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Three Is Not Enough Company: Revenue-Based Size 
Standards Now Measured on a Five-Year Period

We are only a few months into 2022. But it has already 
been an eventful year. With our second Olympics in less than 
twelve months, the new Batman movie, and everything else 
going in the world — it’s easy to lose track of all of the little 
regulatory updates. As a “small business” that qualifies as 
small on the basis of their revenues or someone competing 
with those businesses in the federal contracting arena, 
however, there’s one recent update though that you cannot 
afford to have missed.

Specifically, such companies need to be aware that, 
starting with January 6, 2022, any “small business” that 
qualifies as small on the basis of its annual revenues can 
only qualify as small if they still satisfy the requirements 
using the 5-year period of measurement, rather than the 
3-year period that used to be required. The change, of 
course, stems from the revisions to the regulations that 
followed the enactment of the Small Business Runway 
Extension Act (Public Law 115-324) back in December 2018. 

As some may recall, the Small Business Administration 
(SBA) initially allowed “small businesses” a 2-year transition 
period, during which businesses could choose whether to 
use the 3-year or 5-year period of measurement to qualify 
as “small”. The SBA’s transition period, however, only lasted 
until January 6th.           

So businesses that intend to continue qualifying as 
small under the revenue-based size standards now need 
to keep the new 5-year period of measurement in mind. 
For any businesses that have not yet done the calculation 
based on that new 5-year period, it may be worthwhile to 
do the calculations again to assess whether the change has 
or could impact their eligibility as a “small business” in the 
future. To do so, businesses should follow the regulations in 
13 C.F.R. § 121.104. In most cases, excluding eligibility for the 
Business Loan and Disaster Loan Programs, this means that 
entities that have been in business for 5 or more completed 
fiscal years should take their total receipts (i.e., “total 

income,” as long as the entity is not a sole proprietorship, 
plus “cost of goods sold” as these terms are defined and 
reported on Internal Revenue Service (IRS) tax return 
forms) over the most recently completed 5 fiscal years and 
divide them by 5. 

In the meantime though, it is also worth monitoring 
the competing awardees, to ensure that they have not 
forgotten those obligations either. After all, an entity’s 
failure to satisfy the “size standard” can not only lead to 
various penalties for misrepresentation of a small business 
status, but also to successful challenges of an “award” by a 
competitor’s size protest.

Alexander (Alex) Gorelik is an associate attorney with the law 
firm of Smith Currie in their Washington DC office. He is a Certified 
Professional Contract Manager (CPCM) with a practice focused on 
government contracts and construction litigation, including the 
representation of owners, architects, engineers, general contractors, 
subcontractors, and suppliers. Alex got his Juris Doctor degree at the 
George Washington University Law School and his undergraduate 
degree at the University of Maryland in economics. 

Smith Currie has a long history of providing comprehensive 
legal services, nationwide and internationally, to all segments of 
the construction industry. The firm represents general contractors, 
construction managers, owners/developers, specialty contractors, 
manufacturers and suppliers, and design professionals on all types of 
construction projects, both public and private.

By Alexander Gorelik, Smith Currie & Hancock LLP

ETEBA In 2022: Upcoming Events
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Attention IT, Inc. is pleased to announce our new eMWaste® Shipping Module.

eMWaste® Shipping offers individual accounts per user with a simple interface that works on any browser. There is nothing to 
install on the client desktop, laptop, or tablet; giving the user the flexibility to create containers, shipments, and reports from almost 
any location.

Account Users can utilize eMWaste® Shipping to Create/Characterize RAD, HAZ, and Mixed Waste Containers.  In a single action, 
Users can upload nuclides and values using a spreadsheet or export nuclides to a spreadsheet.  Utilize eMWaste® Shipping to 
create Overpacks, add and remove waste containers easily.  eMWaste® Shipping aids in creating the proper shipping name for each 
container and associates each container with the generator and pickup/incoming shipment. Not sure if the container is compliant 
with the Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC)?  eMWaste® Shipping provides the User with a Compliance Report for each container, 
eliminating the need for uncertainty. Numerous drop-down lists throughout each screen, maintain data integrity. Print Barcode 
Labels for containers on the shipment, directly from the application.

eMWaste® Shipping offers numerous reports - All Shipping Reports (540, 541, 542, UHWMF), Consignment Note, Dangerous 
Goods, Transfer Note, Radioactive Waste Disposal Report, Isotopic Summary, and Bill of Lading for clean waste.  Create an Ad hoc 
report per screen by list views, which are customizable for each user. Export a LowTrack File and so much more.

Small Business Administration Approves Aleut & Eurofins for Mentor-Protégé Program
PORT ALLEN, La., March 1, 2022 -- ARS Aleut Analytical, LLC (Aleut), a Small Business Administration (SBA) certified 8(a) program 

participant and Small Disadvantaged Business, is pleased to announce a new Mentor-Protégé Agreement (MPA) with Eurofins 
through the SBA’s Mentor-Protégé Program (MPP) under NAICS code 541380 – Testing Laboratories.

Aleut provides full-service laboratory capabilities to include radiochemistry, standard chemistry, industrial hygiene, and other 
specialty services. In addition to its primary laboratory in Port Allen, Louisiana, Aleut has the capability to set up mobile sample 
management offices (SMO) and mobile laboratories to support client projects on-site.

Brian Williams, Group Executive VP at Eurofins said, “Eurofins businesses are excited to support Aleut in growing both its expertise 
and ability to serve federal government customers, while also assisting prime contractors in realizing their project objectives.”

Aleut was certified by the SBA as an 8(a) program participant in December 2021. Aleut can now compete for 8(a) set-aside 
contracts and receive sole-source awards within the program. Within the MPA, Eurofins will mentor Aleut in business development 
by providing management, technical, contracting, and general/administrative support.

“Through the MPA, Aleut can provide a wider range of analytical capabilities and surge capacity, while simultaneously expanding 
the available options of our mobile laboratories,” said Darrin Lawrence, Vice President – Environmental Services Group. “We look 
forward to pairing our small business values and adaptability with the strength of Eurofins’ nationwide presence and sample volume 
capacities.”

ABOUT ALEUT
Formed in 2013, ARS Aleut Analytical, LLC, is a Small Business Administration certified 8(a) program participant and Small 

Disadvantaged Business specializing in full-service laboratory services. ARS Aleut Analytical, LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Aleut Federal, LLC, a holding company for federal subsidiaries of The Aleut Corporation (TAC). TAC was one of 12 original Alaska Native 
Corporations established under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act passed by the U.S. Congress in 1971.

ABOUT EUROFINS – the global leader in bio-analysis
Eurofins is Testing for Life. With 58,000 staff across a network of 900 laboratories in 54 countries, Eurofins’ companies offer a 

portfolio of over 200,000 analytical methods. Eurofins shares are listed on Euronext Paris Stock Exchange.

Contact: Berlyn Martin
Marketing Coordinator,
Aleut Federal, LLC
Phone: 586-337-5828
Email: berlyn.martin@aleutfederal.com

CALL FOR HIGHLIGHTS
Submit your member highlights for the next issue of the ETEBA Newsletter! Submissions should include a title, supporting graphics 
when appropriate, emphasize relevancy for our industry/markets, and be limited to 350 words.

Examples of member highlights include:
 ▶ News of Big Wins
 ▶ Significant Project Success Stories
 ▶ Notable Accomplishments of Individual Staff
 ▶ Significant Contributions to the Industry
 ▶ Upcoming Events
 ▶ Awards, Recognitions and/or Inventions
 ▶ Acquisitions/Merger News
 ▶ Academic & Research Contributions

Send your member highlights to hannah@eteba.org no later than July 1st.
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AVANTech Increases Business Development Staff
Columbia, SC – AVANTech, LLC, headquartered in Columbia, SC, has added five personnel to its Business Development staff in the 

last year in an effort to better serve an increasingly diverse customer base with expanded products and services.

Michael Reed transitioned to Business Development early last year and was recently promoted to Director of Business Development 
in Industrial Services in Columbia, SC. Michael is a Chemical Engineer with over ten years of experience in the development, design, 
fabrication, operation, and testing of water treatment and chemical facilities. Michael is a licensed Professional Engineer in the states 
of South Carolina and Washington. Michael’s primary business development focus is on industrial water and wastewater treatment, 
with particular emphasis on trace contaminant removal such as Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS).

Aaron Johnson joined AVANTech as Director of Business Development – Media Services in March 2021. Aaron brings over 20 
years of experience with E.I. Dupont and DOW Water and Process Solutions identifying opportunities, developing, and implementing 
outside-in strategies to bring new high-value innovations to market. Aaron is a Chemical Engineer and has an exceptional track record 
of translating market needs for separation, ion exchange, and purification technologies into new profitable business in the water 
treatment. 

Dean Phillips returned to AVANTech’s Columbia, SC office in September 2021 as Director of Business Development – Government 
Services. Dean brings over 10 years of experience in the wastewater industry. His US Department of Energy (DOE) and commercial 
experience in both the US and for non-US projects in engineering and project management, and ability to expand projects by delivering 
on-schedule and on-budget is a great asset. Dean was a former Mechanical Engineer at AVANTech working on numerous critical 
projects as a Project Manager. 

Robert Hastings joined AVANTech’s team in our Richland, WA, office in January 2022 as Director of Strategic Development for 
Government Services. Rob has over 35 years of US DOE and contractor experience at Hanford providing leadership, managing major 
contracts, and delivering innovative solutions to safely and efficiently clean up the Hanford site. He is a Chemical Engineer and was 
recently the Assistant Manager for Tank Farms at the US DOE, Office of River Protection (ORP).

Tammy Monday joined the AVANTech team in January 2022 in our Knoxville, TN, office as Vice President of Business Development 
– Government Services. Tammy has a strong technical knowledge of radioactive and hazardous chemical waste streams with over 30 
years of experience. She is very active in the US government market including Vice Chair of the Waste Management Working Group 
(WMWG) of Energy Facility Contractors Group (EFCOG) and Chair of the Challenging Waste WMWG subgroup.

“The expansion of our team is a key strategic move for AVANTech. These experienced specialists will advance our rapid growth in 
government and industrial markets in waste management and water treatment markets,” stated Gary Benda, AVANTech’s Executive 
Vice President.

AVANTech is a comprehensive radioactive and industrial water treatment solutions provider. The company’s extensive experience 
in engineering process systems enables them to create integrated solutions that can dramatically improve operations in industrial, 
commercial, power, and nuclear power applications. AVANTech also developed and manufactured a unique patent-pending water 
treatment system that is currently being used in the recovery efforts at TEPCO’s Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station and the DOE 
Hanford Tank-Side Cesium Removal Project. The combined company has a number of patented technologies and products. To learn 
more about AVANTech, visit www.avantechllc.com.

Boston Government Services’ R&D Program Director Receives Presidential Honor

On Thursday, February 3rd, our Boston Government Services’ R&D Program Director, Dan Ciarlette, was welcomed home by a piece 
of mail containing a certificate and medal for the President’s Volunteer Service Award, an honor recognizing individuals whose service 
positively impacts communities in every corner of the nation and inspires those around them to take action as well. 

Dan has put forth tremendous effort and countless hours supporting the CMMC Industry Standards Working Group. 

Dan says, “The President’s Volunteer Service Award is awarded to volunteers through AmeriCorps for people who have volunteered 
a significant amount of time (680 hours) to an effort to help make the United States better and stronger. My efforts over a year and a half 
were participating in the CMMC Accreditation Body’s Standards Working Group. We interpreted the CMMC standard, created additional 
documentation, and worked to communicate CMMC to the public.

Receiving the award was a big honor for me. I believe in volunteering and helping. I did not volunteer to get any award, but it made 
me feel my evenings and weekends of efforts were appreciated. CMMC is really important to protect the nation’s intellectual property 
and ensure that the intellectual property is not used by adversaries against the United States, putting our men and women in harm’s 
way. While I was not able to be part of the military due to being half deaf, this is my way of helping our military. It was an honor to 
receive the award.”

President/CEO, Dr. Harry Boston, and the team at BGS are incredibly proud of Dan for receiving such an honor and appreciate his 
commitment to, as our mission says, the advancement of missions of national importance.

http://www.avantechllc.com
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SAFF Pilot Successful: New Tech Achieves 98% Overall PFAS Removal

DENVER – A new PFAS treatment technology recently landed in North America, and it does more than just separate PFAS. CDM 
Smith has confirmed that the first North American field tests of EPOC Enviro’s Surface Active Foam Fractionation (SAFF®) mobile 
PFAS treatment system has successfully removed PFAS from groundwater and created a concentrate that can be cost-effectively 
managed.

After optimizing the unit for a field demonstration, CDM Smith engineers were able to separate and concentrate PFAS at a project 
site impacted by aqueous film forming foam (AFFF). The project team removed nearly all PFAS from both source area groundwater 
and effluent from an existing chlorinated volatile organic compound (CVOC) treatment system. In addition, the SAFF technology 
successfully concentrated PFAS, reducing the treated water volume  by approximately 90,000 times.

“Treatment trains that first concentrate PFAS using a technology like SAFF are particularly promising for realizing complete and 
cost-effective destruction,” said Tamzen Macbeth, CDM Smith environmental engineer and remediation practice leader. 

CDM Smith has been working with EPOC Enviro for the past several years, preparing the technology for practical PFAS treatment. 
Following a promising round of testing at the bench-scale in CDM Smith’s Bellevue, WA laboratory, the SAFF unit arrived in the U.S. 
via shipping container last fall. CDM Smith then transported the SAFF container to its first stop on a demonstration tour.

Only the most aggressive and energy-intensive technologies can breakdown PFAS. 
Therefore, cost-efficient treatment options for large volumes of contaminated water 
rely on coupling technologies to first separate and concentrate PFAS and make 
destructive treatment technologies viable.

SAFF® produces a relatively low volume of PFAS 
concentrate, which is further polished by a low-
pressure evaporation process that distills and reduces 
the effluent into a PFAS hyper-concentrate.

EPOC Enviro’s breakthrough SAFF system relies on a natural phenomenon called foam fractionation, wherein PFAS adhere to fine 
air bubbles. Using those bubbles, SAFF increases the air-water interface surface area, thereby separating the PFAS and collecting 
them in the form of concentrated foam.

SAFF is important for its ability to isolate PFAS from its source waters, but also for its efficiency. CDM Smith now has data 
confirming SAFF’s ability to isolate PFAS and collect them as foam for destruction. Using SAFF, the CDM Smith project team was able 
to separate on average 98% of PFAS from the source area groundwater and reduce the overall volume of treated water by 90,000 
times. That volume reduction will make it easier to destroy the PFAS because all destructive treatment technologies are energy 
intensive

In addition to testing its general efficacy, the CDM Smith team was able to optimize SAFF for peak performance. The field test 
provided practical insights for future operations, including the optimization of chemical additives to yield the best removal efficiency.

Following the field test, scientists at CDM Smith’s Denver research laboratory prepared for destruction. Tamzen Macbeth and her 
team have already begun destroying the PFAS concentrate using electro-chemical oxidation (ECO). Connect with CDM Smith’s PFAS 
specialists for the latest information on how to employ SAFF to fight PFAS.

CDM Smith is a privately owned engineering and construction firm providing legendary client service and smart solutions in water, 
environment, transportation, energy and facilities. Passionate about our work and invested in each other, we are inspired to think and 
driven to solve the world’s environmental and infrastructure challenges.

https://www.cdmsmith.com/en/Client-Solutions/Insights/PFAS-at-Airports
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Container Technologies Industries, LLC was recognized 
for their exceptional support of UCOR and its mission to support the 
Department of Energy’s cleanup of the Oak Ridge Reservation. CTI 
was awarded the 2021 HUBZone Small Business of the Year, this award 
is one of many CTI has received over the years for their continued 
support of the Oak Ridge Reservation. CTI has manufactured 
thousands of DOT Certified Waste Containers and fabricated special 
components for legacy clean-up projects in support of the sites 
at the Y12 Complex. “We have worked hard throughout the years 
to develop and nourish our relationship with UCOR. It is our goal 
to meet and exceed their needs with our products, quality, and 
customer service,” said Kyela Baird, CTI’s Sales Manager. CTI also 
fabricates for DOE Prime Contractors all over the US; DOD; Nuclear 
Utilities in the US, Canada, and Worldwide.

Edgewater Technical Associates adds new NW Manager
We are pleased to announce a new addition to the Edgewater Team, 

Mariah Hagins as the Northwest (NW) Regional Manager. 

Mariah brings extensive business development, management and 
recruitment expertise within Administrative, Industrial and Technical fields. 
Prior to joining Edgewater, Mariah was an account manager for one of the 
largest staffing & recruiting agencies in the country, where she managed 
the day-to-day operations of her recruiting team, and contracts for up 
to 35 clients & 200 + contractors at any given time.  She has achieved 
recognition for World-Class Customer Service by maintaining strong 
communication, continuously evaluating services, demonstrating follow-
through and delivering on commitments. Mariah holds a Bachelor’s degree 
in Broadcasting Communications, with several concentrations in Speech, 
Marketing & Public Relations from Minot State University in North Dakota.

Mariah has a very strong background in Client account management 
and recruiting and will make a great addition to the Edgewater team. Mariah is from the Hanford area with very strong connections 
to the local community. We are very excited to have Mariah join the team.

Collier Geophysics, LLC (Collier) is a Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business (SDVOSB) based in Texas with offices in 
Oak Ridge TN, Stephenville & Austin TX, Denver CO, and West Bend WI.  We are growing rapidly, in numbers of staff, office geography, 
and breadth of our geophysical service capabilities.

In addition to the offices listed above, Collier is pleased to announce that we opened offices in Atlanta GA and Raleigh NC earlier 
this year.  The Atlanta office is led by Senior Geophysicist Jorgen Bergstrom, who has 20+ years of experience in leading geophysical 
projects throughout the southeastern US.  Jorgen will be coordinating the Atlanta and Raleigh offices with support from Dr. William 
Doll in our Oak Ridge TN office.

Collier is excited to announce our recent agreement with the Australian firm Ground Water Imaging Ltd.  This agreement 
allows Collier to provide exclusive services in North America utilizing their vehicle-towed electromagnetic system for deep-
sensing and subsurface characterization. This time-domain electromagnetic instrument, known as the Wallaby, represents a 
major advancement in geophysics. It has 
the ability to acquire continuous electrical 
resistivity data sets covering many miles 
in a day, imaging to depths exceeding 100 
meters below ground surface while being 
towed at speeds of 5-10 mph.  Collier has 
towed it behind ATVs and pickups along 
roads and across open prairie and fields.  
By acquiring densely spaced data along 
multiple traverses, it provides valuable 3D 
resistivity images of geologic contacts, aquifers, landfills, and other features of concern.  
Collier knows that the Wallaby allows a broad expansion for the use of electromagnetic imaging in areas where traditional 

geophysical / resistivity imaging methods are cost-prohibitive for providing this level of detail. For more information, contact 
william@colliergeophysics.com or jbergstrom@colliergeophysics.com .

Figure 1. The Wallaby system preparing for a survey in Colorado.

Figure 2.  Data acquired with the Wallaby along a “ribbon” path (left), used to map a subsurface 
stream channel (right).
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GEM Technologies Supporting Infrastructure 
Modernization Efforts at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory 

Despite the supply chain effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
GEM Technologies has continued to expand its national 
field services operations, most recently supporting the US 
Government’s investment in infrastructure modernization at the 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in Tennessee. 

In addition to recent upgrades to the utility distribution 
and collection systems in the 2000-3000 area of ORNL, GEM is 
currently working with UT-Battelle to design and construct its 
new Mission Support Facility (MSF) that will be occupied by the 
Machine and Fabrications Division. The scope for this turnkey 
design-build project includes architectural and structural 
design, site preparation, and construction of a 12,000 ft2 facility 
with a 2,500ft2 mezzanine. “We are immensely proud of our 
crews that have worked 12 to 15 hours a day for weeks to meet 
schedule milestones for UT-Battelle,” says Construction Manager 
Jacob Effler. “To date, the project has been completed on budget, 
on schedule, and with zero safety incidents.”

GEM’s Field Services crew is simultaneously pressing 
forward with two projects at Building 4500N to renovate 
laboratories in and office spaces. GEM is currently demolishing 
three laboratories, located in Wing 1 of the building (A021, B021, 
and B017), that are radiologically contaminated. The renovation 
project on second floor of Building 4500N consists of a 15,000 ft2 
space, which houses Department of Energy officials , includes 
removing ceiling components, exhaust hoods, HVAC ductwork, 
and exhaust ventilation systems in the attic of the laboratories . 
Following demolition, GEM has worked closely with UT-Battelle 
and Smee + Busby Architects to perform interior renovations, 
including installation of walls, ceilings, doors, floors, electrical 
systems, sprinkler systems, HVAC systems, and plumbing.  

Throughout modernization efforts across the ORNL campus, 
GEM has worked to minimize impacts to ongoing site missions 
and ensure the safety the field crews, pedestrians, and ORNL 
personnel. For example, GEM has worked with ORNL to limit 
disruptions for the Building 4500N tenants during the field crew’s 

daily operations by employing techniques such as carefully 
delineating travel paths through occupied space for the delivery 
of new material and removal of demolition materials. 

These projects underscore GEM’s commitment to supporting 
modernization objectives across the DOE Complex—from 
demolition and remediation of existing facilities to design/build 
for new construction—to further the DOE’s national security, 
science and innovation, and infrastructure restoration missions.

GEM Technologies is a Small Disadvantaged Business (SDB) 
with a 27+ year performance history providing high-quality 
environmental services, facility and infrastructure support, 
construction, and technical services to federal government 
agencies, state and municipal governments, universities, and 
an assortment of private industry enterprises. GEM’s corporate 
headquarters are in Knoxville, Tennessee, with field offices in 
Albany, Georgia; Amarillo, Texas; Los Alamos, New Mexico; Idaho 
Falls, Idaho; and Portsmouth, Ohio.

Susanna Waters
Director of Business Development
swaters@GEMTechnologiesInc.com 
www.GEMTechnologiesInc.com

Strategic Packaging Solutions Founder & Innovator, Aldon Beale, receives 2022 Richard S. Hodes Award 

Aldon Beale, SPS founder and first to design soft-sided waste 
packaging for use in radioactive waste packaging, was selected 
as the 2022 Richard S. Hodes Honor Lecture recipient. Aldon was 
presented the award on March 8th at the 2022 WM Symposia 
Conference in Phoenix, Arizona.

The Richard S. Hodes Honor Lecture Award, established in 
March, 2003, is awarded to an individual, company, or organization 
that has contributed in a significant way to improving the 
technology, policy, or practices of low-level radioactive waste 
management in the United States. The four criteria check points 
a recipient must meet include innovation, safety, economics, and 
transferability.

Al was selected for his unmatched expertise designing innovative soft-sided packaging solutions that have become a trusted, 
reliable, cost-effective, and safe alternative source for waste packaging in the radioactive waste and decommissioning world. His 
innovative technologies and packaging designs have saved an estimated $500,000,000 at US DOE and government facilities, solely 
utilizing Al’s products and designs. 

To Al, designing packaging was never just a job, it was his passion. The soft-sided bags that started as the lift liner in the late 90’s, 
now hold anywhere from 12,000 lbs. to 55,000 lbs. Mr. Beale’s work the past 20 plus years is immensely respected by those who have 
had the pleasure of working with him throughout his career.

In August of 2017, Al sold Strategic Packaging Systems, LLC to the principals of I.C.E. Service Group, Inc. (ICE) who then formed I.C.E. 
Packaging Company, LLC / DBA Strategic Packaging Systems. At age 78 and semi-retired, Mr. Beale continues to act as a package 
design consultant on an as needed basis for SPS.

I.C.E. Packaging Company, LLC remains committed to Al’s mission by providing the highest level of integrity, professionalism, and 
innovative packaging solutions to the industry. For more information on soft sided packaging visit Strategic Packaging Systems 
website at www.spsonline.biz. Quote requests can be submitted directly on the company site.

Written by: Mallory Lombardo, Sales & Marketing, I.C.E. Packaging Company, LLC

GEM’s Field Services team pouring foundation walls for the ORNL 
Mission Support Facility in Oak Ridge, TN.
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L&A Names Gelles as COO, Schneider as President

LAS VEGAS, Nev.—Longenecker & Associates, Inc. today announced several important personnel changes to position the 
company for continued operational excellence as it grows.

Christine Gelles, currently Senior Vice President for Operations, will become Chief Operating Officer, while Martin Schneider, 
currently Senior Vice President for Business Development, will become President. John Longenecker, currently L&A’s President, will 
replace Bonnie Longenecker as Chief Executive Officer. The changes will go into effect on July 1.

“As L&A continues the tremendous growth we’ve experienced over the last several years, it’s important that we position 
our leadership team for the future to ensure we deliver the same excellent performance as our portfolio expands,” said Bonnie 
Longenecker, who will continue as L&A’s board chair. “Martin and Christine are widely recognized leaders in our industry who have 
been the backbone of L&A’s growth and exemplify our core values. I’m honored to have them lead our company into the future.”

The leadership changes are part of a broader evolution of the L&A organization that will seek to further enable the success of the 
company’s project managers by streamlining decision-making, clearly defining roles and responsibilities, and ensuring that projects 
and personnel receive necessary resources, oversight and support.

Martin joined L&A as a Vice President in 2015 after a long stint leading ExchangeMonitor Publications & Forums, a business 
intelligence organization focused on the Department of Energy and National Nuclear Security Administration. Christine joined L&A 
as a Vice President in 2016 after leaving the Department of Energy’s Office of Environmental Management where she held a number 
of important leadership positions, including Deputy Assistant Secretary for Waste Management and acting Manager of the EM Los 
Alamos office.

Founded in 1989, L&A leverages more than 30 years of experience throughout the nuclear security, commercial nuclear power 
and cleanup enterprise to improve mission performance, deliver capital asset projects to schedule and budget, implement effective 
governance and regulatory assurance approaches and develop targeted business strategies for both large and small businesses.

L&A also places a strong emphasis on community and educational giving, providing more than $1.5 million over the last decade 
in undergraduate and graduate scholarships, STEM programs and community assistance.

For more information, please call L&A at 702-493-5363 or visit www.la-inc.com.

North Wind Focuses on Continued Safety, Excellence, and Growth

Safety Milestone
North Wind’s Richland, WA office, HMIS Project, celebrated 500,000 safe hours worked in December 2021. Starting with contract 

transition in late-January 2021, the team onboarded roughly 330 new North Wind employees, trained them, and maintained safe and 
continuous operations. As they progressed through the year working on IT/Cyber, Records Management, and infrastructure project, 
the team never wavered from their commitment to working safely. With zero OSHA recordables and zero lost time incidents in 2021, the 
team is now looking forward to 2022 and continuing the important work they do for Hanford, and yes, doing it safely.

New Contract Awards

• The Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Environmental Management (EM) awarded North Wind, the Moab Remedial Action 
Contract (Moab RAC) for completion of EM’s environmental remediation in Moab, Utah. The single-award has an estimated 
contract ceiling of approximately $614M over a 10-year period to perform all cleanup to site closure. 

• DOE EM awarded the Portsmouth Infrastructure Support Services (ISS) contract in Piketon, Ohio. The contract is valued at over 
$135M spanning a 34-month base and a two-year option period. 

North Wind Subsidiary Name Change
North Wind Infrastructure & Technology, LLC (NWI&T), engineering company 
within the North Wind Group, changed its name to LBYD Federal, LLC. Building off 
the 2020 merger with LBYD Engineers, they found synergies within engineering 
in the federal space. Kevin Brown, PE, SE, LEED AP will lead LBYD Federal as the 

President and General Manager. Brown has over 22 years of structural design experience. 

Leadership Changes at North Wind

• Brent Clark, PMP, MBA was announced as the new North Wind Dynamics 
President. Clark, previously North Wind’s Northeast Regional Director, 
has over 25 years of experience in the management and oversight of 
federal and commercial contracts and personnel.

• Shayne Naugle, PMP, MBA, has been promoted into the role of the 
Northeast Regional Director and will continue to serve as the Northeast 
Regional Business Development Manager.

• Allison Walker, PMP is the new Southeast Regional Director, replacing Scott Hood, PMP who retired at the beginning of March.

For more information visit: www.northwindgrp.com
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Thompson Engineering Safety Program Receives National Recognition  

Thompson Engineering has earned two Associated Builders 
and Contractors awards for its safety program. 

National Safety Merit Award 

Thompson Engineering was awarded the National Safety 
Merit Award at the organization’s 32nd annual Excellence in 
Construction Awards during the ABC 2022 Convention in San 
Antonio March 16, 2022. “A national safety excellence merit 
award is something to celebrate because it proves to the 
organizations we work with that our safety program is top-tier,” 
said Mike Shumaker, safety director for Thompson Engineering. 
“It shows that our employees are dedicated to safe work habits 
every day.” 

Winners were selected from ABC member firms that achieved Diamond, Platinum or Gold status in ABC’s STEP Safety Management 
System in 2021. During the selection process, contractors were judged on self-evaluation scores, lost workday case rates, total 
recordable incident rates, leading indicator use, process and program innovations and video interviews conducted by members of 
ABC’s National Health and Safety Committee.  

Top Performers List

Additionally, Thompson Engineering is ranked 79th on the Associated Builders and Contractors’ 2022 Top Performers list, which 
ranks its commercial and industrial contractor members based on work hours. ABC Top Performers demonstrate they:

• Sustain and grow their businesses, financially and economically
• Offer market competitive compensation, benefit and retirement packages
• Commit to world-class safety
• Commit to workforce development, education and creating career opportunities
• Commit to an inclusive and diverse work environment
• Develop opportunities for their employees to achieve their career dreams
• Cultivate committed leadership
Top-performing contractors are more than six times safer than the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics industry average, according to 

ABC’s Safety Performance Report. 

Veolia Nuclear Solutions - Federal Services (VNSFS) recently named 
Henry Bolen as Corporate ES&H Manager.

Henry (CSP, ASP, CIT, RRPT, PMP, CM) will be responsible for corporate ESH program 
management and support to all of VNSFS projects. Henry has more than 33 years of 
leadership and management experience in the nuclear industry and has extensive 
experience managing radiation protection, health physics, environmental and safety 
programs. He is also a former Marine and served eight years in the USMC, Reserve, where 
he participated in Operations Desert Shield and Storm in 1990 and 1991 and was awarded 
the “Outstanding Marine of the Year” in 1992.

Henry can be reached at: henry.bolen@vnsfs.com

‘Superload’ arrives safely in Pennsylvania

A massive shielding tank from a decommissioned nuclear site in New York arrived safely at VNSFS’ Alaron Nuclear Services facility 
in western Pennsylvania, where it is being decontaminated, reduced and readied for disposal.

The tank and its carrier - two lanes wide and “as big as two whales,” according to the New York Times, measured 213 feet from end 
to end and weighed 294 tons - numbers that put other oversized loads to shame. The 400-mile trip in January from Milton, New York, 
to Wampum, Pennsylvania, took 11 days and attracted quite a social media fan base.

It was dubbed #PASuperload22” on Twitter, where people posted photos as it passed through their communities in mid-January. 
Many also asked the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation for updates in their tweets. “I’m fascinated by this for some reason,” 
tweeted one follower. “The only thing getting me through this Friday is #PASuperload22” wrote another.

Alaron offers asset storage, decontamination and testing services, LLW processing and disposition, and specialty field services 
for companies that own contaminated equipment and waste. Alaron’s 30+ years of experience, combined with the strength of Veolia, 
ensures our customers enjoy the benefits of on-demand ISO 45001 and NQA-1 certified nuclear services.

For more information, contact dave.garber@alaronnuclear.com


